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Prominent crustal lineations straddle the Reykjanes ridge, south
of Iceland (Fig. 1). These giant V-shaped features are thought to
record temporal variations in magma production at the Reykjanes
ridge axis, associated with along-axis ¯ow of Icelandic plume
material1. It has been proposed that this ¯ow is channelled
preferentially along the ridge axis2±4, and that temporal variability
is induced by ¯uctuations of the Iceland plume itself1,4±7 or,
alternatively, by relocations of the ridge axis on Iceland8. Here I
present a geodynamic model that predicts the formation of crustal
V-shaped ridges from a pulsing and radially ¯owing mantle
plume. In this model, plume pulses produce mantle temperature
perturbations that expand away from the plume in all directions
beneath the zone of partial melting. The melting zone has a high
viscosity owing to mantle dehydration at the onset of partial
melting9. This high-viscosity region allows for reasonable varia-
tions in crustal thickness, produces crustal Vs that extend hun-
dreds of kilometres along the axis, and prevents the plume
material from being preferentially channelled along the ridge
axis. The angle of the crustal V-shaped features relative to the
ridge axis re¯ects the rate of lateral plume ¯ow, which remains
several times greater than the ridge half-spreading rate over the
length of a crustal V. Consequently, this radially expanding plume
produces lineations in crustal thickness and free-air gravity
anomalies that appear to be nearly straight.

This model builds on previous three-dimensional numerical
simulations of a ridge-centred plume10,11. Mantle convection is
simulated by solving the equations describing conservation of
mass, momentum and energy in a ¯uid of zero Reynolds number
and moderately temperature-dependent viscosity12. An essential
feature of this model is an increase in viscosity by a factor of 100
near the base of the primary melt production zone. Such an increase
in viscosity is likely to occur as water is extracted from the mantle at
the very early stages of decompression partial melting9.

The mantle ¯ow and temperature distribution of a steady-state,
ridge-centred plume is shown in Fig. 2a. Low-viscosity and ther-
mally buoyant plume material rises beneath the ridge axis, spreads
laterally beneath the high-viscosity melting zone, and attains a
steady-state, along-axis width10,11,13,14. In the overlying melting
zone, high viscosities minimize along-axis and vertical ¯ow, and
upwelling occurs primarily to accommodate the spreading of
the two plates. This slow, passive upwelling allows a plume of
relatively high excess temperature and narrow radius15,16 to produce
crustal thicknesses11 that are consistent with seismic observations on
Iceland (for example, see refs 17 and 18).

I now vary the volume ¯ux of upwelling plume material as a
periodic function in time. This is done by varying the imposed
radius of the plume stem about the steady-state value of 100 km.
The period of variation of 8 Myr is in the range of 5±10 Myr
estimated for the age contrasts between adjacent V-shaped ridges
in the North Atlantic Ocean1,4,19. A possible cause for such ¯ux
perturbations is the surfacing of solitary waves in the Iceland mantle
plume. Solitary waves have been shown to be stable features that
initiate from perturbations in ascending plumes of buoyant viscous
¯uid20,21. The maximum temperature anomaly of the plume stem
remains constant.

The ¯ux variations generate pulses in the plume that rise up the
stem and expand outward beneath the boundary at which viscosity
increases due to dehydration. Figure 2 shows temperature and ¯ow
at three time steps of a calculation in which the plume ¯ux varies
between �6:5 6 4:9� 3 106 km3 Myr 2 1. At a time of 2 Myr after the
initiation of pulsing, the plume has reached its maximum radius.
Because the stem is wider than the steady-state model, a greater
volume of hot material ¯ows more rapidly up the plume stem. At
positions near the outer portions of the stem, material is hotter than
in the steady-state model because of the greater plume width.
Temperatures at the centre of the stem are unchanged. The leading
portion of the pulse has already struck the dehydration boundary
and has begun to expand away from the plum stem as an annulus of
hotter-than-normal material.

At 4 Myr the basal radius of the plume stem has returned to the
steady-state value and the pulse is now expanding away from the
plume stem beneath the dehydration viscosity boundary (Fig. 2c).
Compared to the steady-state condition, the 1,450 and 1,500 8C
isotherms extend a greater radial distance from the centre of the
plume, indicating hotter material in these regions. Temperature
perturbations are greatest (the maximum is +56 8C) at radial
distances of ,75±375 km. A cross-section at a depth of 135 km
shows that temperature perturbations diminish with distance away
from the ridge axis. This is a result of conductive cooling beneath a
plate of increasing age.

Finally, at 7 Myr the plume stem is in a contracted form (Fig. 2d).
Material surrounding this thinner plume stem is cooler than in the
steady-state model and an annulus of cooler-than-normal material
is expanding away from the stem beneath the dehydration bound-
ary. The original, high-¯ux pulse is now 300±500 km away from the
plum stem, though the magnitude of temperature perturbations has

Figure 1 Satellite-derived free-air gravity anomalies in region surrounding Iceland27.

Reykjanes ridge is the linear high (bold line) that bisects V-shaped features pointing

southward from Iceland. Similar though less regular lineations are also evident near the

Kolbeinsey ridge to the north.
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perpendicularly towards the ridge axis to form crust is illustrated in
Fig. 3a. Superimposed on a long-wavelength thinning of the crust
away from the plume are shorter-wavelength lineations that angle
toward the ridge axis in the form of nested Vs. The maximum
variation in crustal thickness occurs at an along-axis distance from
the plume centre of about 200 km and decreases to nearly zero at a
distance of approximately 600 km. Both the distance of maximum
variation and the length of the V-shaped ridges remain nearly
constant among models in which plume ¯ux is perturbed by
different amounts (the ¯ux range examined here is 46% to 171%
of the medians).

The quantity that is most sensitive to changes in ¯ux perturbation
is the magnitude of crustal thickness variation. The crustal thickness
pattern in Fig. 3a is the predicted by a model in which the plume ¯ux
was varied by �6:1 6 2:6� 3 106 km3 Myr 2 1, or a total variation of
83% of the indicated median value. The maximum crustal thickness
variation in this calculation is 4.9 km, a value slightly greater than,
but comparable to, the range of 2±4 km inferred in ref. 4. A
predicted linear increase in maximum crustal thickness variation

with normalized ¯ux variation (Fig. 4) suggests that the crustal
thickness variation estimated for the North Atlantic requires sub-
stantial ¯ux perturbations of the Iceland plume (34±68% of the
median ¯ux). The model also predicts an approximately 3-km
variation in crustal thickness over Iceland, and indeed there is
stratigraphic evidence that crustal productivity on Iceland has
varied at periods comparable to those modelled here22,23.

Figure 3b shows the predicted free-air gravity anomaly that
results if the crust is compensated by Airy isostasy (see legend for
details). The sensitivity of free-air gravity anomalies to the shorter-
wavelength variations in crustal thickness yields prominent V-
shapes. The predicted gravity lineations have maximum amplitudes
of 35 mGal and lengths of about 600 km, both of which are
comparable to observations in the North Atlantic4.

It is interesting that the crustal and gravity lineations appear
nearly straight. Assuming that the crustal Vs in the North Atlantic
formed on the ridge axis, the tangent of the angle between a
lineation and the ridge axis is the ratio of the ridge half-spreading
rate and the along-axis ¯ow rate of a melt perturbation1. Previous
workers have argued that the apparent straightness of the gravity
features indicates a constant along-axis ¯ow rate, which would not
occur by radial expansion of plume material1,4. Indeed, as suggested
by Vogt1, the models presented here predict the rate of along-axis
¯ow to decrease in proportion to the inverse of radial distance from
the plume centre. Consequently, the predicted V-shaped ridges
curve. But they do not curve much. The calculation that produced
Fig. 3 has an along-axis plume ¯ow rate that is a maximum of
168 km Myr-1 at an along-axis distance of 100 km from the plume
centre and decreases to 28 km Myr-1 at a distance of 600 km. These
¯ow rates predict the angle between a crustal V and the ridge axis to
increase from 38 to 198. This small change in angle is evident in
curves computed from the maximum along-axis ¯ow rates, which
closely follow the peaks of the crustal Vs (Fig. 3). In the North
Atlantic, the gravity lineations are even longer (Fig. 1), estimated
¯ow rates (,200 km Myr-1; ref. 1) are greater, and thus bends in
crustal Vs are likely to be even smaller than predicted by the above
model. Indeed, small bends have been identi®ed in sea-¯oor base-
ment topography1.

Finally, I discuss the importance of the rheological boundary
caused by mantle dehydration. First, the rheological boundary is a
requirement for the formation of elongate V-shaped crustal ridges.
Numerical calculations that omit dehydration predict dramatic
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Figure 3 Maps of (a) predicted crustal thickness (contour interval 5 km) and (b) free-air

gravity anomaly (contour interval 10 mGal) predicted from crustal structure. Illumination is

from the right. Topography of crust±water and crust±mantle interfaces computed by

assuming Airy isostatic compensation of crust. The gravitational attraction of the two

interfaces was computed30 and then summed. I assumed an upper crustal density of

2,700 kg m-3, a lower crustal density of 3,000 kg m-3 (ref. 4), and a ¯at interface

separating the two. Assumed water and mantle densities are 1,000 and 3,300 kg m-3,

respectively. Solid lines mark ridge axis; dashed curves show trajectory of V-shaped

ridges predicted from maximum along-axis ¯ow rates.
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Figure 4 Maximum crustal thickness variations (dots) predicted by models of different

variation in plume ¯ux. Flux perturbation is given as difference between maximum

and minimum ¯ux DQ, normalized by median value Qm. In order of increasing crustal

thickness variation, median ¯uxes and variations (given as 6DQ/2) are

(5:5 6 0� 3 106 km3 Myr 2 1; (5:7 6 1:3� 3 106 km3 Myr2 1;

�6:1 6 2:6� 3 106 km3 Myr 2 1; �6:2 6 3:8� 3 106 km3 Myr 2 1;

�6:5 6 4:9� 3 106 km3 Myr 2 1; (6:8 6 5:8� 3 106 km3 Myr 2 1.

Line is the indicated best-®tting function.
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variations in upwelling rate above the plume stem, which lead to
unrealistically large crustal thickness variations (.200 km). Most of
the variation is con®ned to the plume stem and prominent V-
shaped ridges fail to form. Secondly, the depth of the dehydration
boundary does not increase signi®cantly away from the ridge axis
(Fig. 2a). This prevents the formation of a rheological groove from
the off-axis thickening of a thermally controlled lithosphere, which
could otherwise channel plume material along the ridge axis for
very-low-viscosity plumes24. Flow away from the plume stem is
therefore nearly radial. This model thus demonstrates how a radially
expanding and pulsing plume can generate Reykjanes V-shaped
ridges as well as similar sea-¯oor age-transgressive ridges south of
the Azores hotspot25,26. The possibility of a high-viscosity dehydra-
tion layer at other plume±ridge systems has broad implications for
the fundamental dynamics of plume±ridge interaction as well as
asthenosphere±lithosphere interaction in general. M
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Herbivores can increase their digestion rate by mechanically
reducing particle size through oral trituration1. Groups of terres-
trial vertebrates with the greatest capacity to reduce tough plant
foods orally are also the most abundant and diverse, as exempli-
®ed by ornithopod dinosaurs during the Mesozoic and extant
artiodactyl and perissodactyl mammals2. Thus, the effective oral
processing of high-®bre plant material seems to represent an
evolutionary innovation of both functional and macroevolution-
ary signi®cance. However, evidence for oral processing is poorly
documented in the fossil record, especially during the initial
stages of terrestrial vertebrate diversi®cation3,4. Here we report
on the basal anomodont Suminia getmanovi, the only known
Palaeozoic vertebrate in which unequivocal specializations in its
cranium and teeth for high-®bre herbivory are well preserved. We
propose that the capacity to comminute tough plant foods was
critical to the diversi®cation of anomodonts, the most diverse,
widely dispersed and abundant group of Palaeozoic terrestrial
vertebrates, and to the onset of modern terrestrial ecosystems.

One of the most signi®cant evolutionary events in the history of
life on land is the development of the modern pyramidal trophic
structure in which terrestrial plants support a large number of
herbivores, which in turn supports a relatively small number of
predators4. Among vertebrates, this trophic organization was not
fully developed until the Upper Permian (260 Myr ago) of the

Figure 1 Skull of Suminia getmanovi, PIN 2212/62. Scale, 1 cm.
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